This Appendix describes the R code used to simulate movement paths in 1D space with three components: a habitat independent movement kernel, habitat preference, and a semi-permeable barrier to movement (see Methods). Also included is the R code used to estimate parameters from simulated data, and the code used to fit the models to the reindeer case study data.
Movement path simulations in R
Here we provide R functions that can be used to simulate movement paths based on the model we present. The inputs to the simulation function are the parameters describing the habitat independent movement kernel (theta corresponds to the standard deviation of a normal distribution), the habitat preference model (beta corresponds to the preference coefficient in exp(βX), where X is the continuous habitat covariate), and the barrier (B describes the location in 1D space of the barrier, and kappa describes the permeability of the barrier). Other required simulation parameters include the range of 1D space centred on x = 0 that is being considered (e.g. range=10), the number of steps to simulate (nsteps=1000), the number of proposal steps to evaluate when simulating each step (nprop=2000), and the number of divisions to use to estimate the integral in the denominator of Eqn 2 (e.g. ndivs=5000).
To simulate movement paths in R first load the following functions: # plotting function for movement paths plotpath <-function(Z){ par(mfrow=c(2,1)) h <-hist(Z, col="grey", breaks=40, freq=FALSE, xlim=c(-5,5), xlab="space", ylab="occurrence density", main="") curve((Habitat(x)+1)/2 * max(h$density), col=2, lwd=2, add=TRUE) abline(v=B, lwd=2) box() plot(Z, pch=19, cex=0.8, col=rgb(0,0,0,.2), xlab="time", ylab="space", ylim=c(-5,5), main="") abline(h=B, col=2, lwd=2) dev.off() } ### END FUNCTIONS ### To run these functions set the parameter values and call the highest level function: 
Parameter estimation from movement paths
To estimate parameters from the simulated movement path using maximum likelihood, load the following functions that define the likelihood of the model:
### FUNCTIONS (load these first) ### # The following three functions are used to estimate the movement # parameters from simulated paths # Likelihood function for a single step L.PhiOmegaPsi<-function(z, z0, theta.est, beta.est, kappa.est, B, dspace, dspace.h, A){ dens.z0 <-dnorm(z, z0, theta.est) * exp(beta.est * Habitat(z)) * ifelse((z0-B) * (z-B) < 0, kappa.est, 1) denom <-sum(A * dnorm(dspace, z0, theta.est) * exp(beta.est * dspace.h) * ifelse((z0-B) * (dspace-B) < 0, kappa.est, 1)) return(dens.z0/denom) } We use the optim function to fit the model. Confidence intervals as estimating from the Hessian matrix estimated using the numDeriv package in R. # fit the model to the simulated movement path data fit <-optim(c(0,0,0), MinimizeMe, hessian=F) # the ML parameter estimates are stored in the par vector: fit$par # the confidence intervals for these parameters can be estimated # from the Hessian matrix: require(numDeriv) hess <-hessian(func=f.PhiOmegaPi, x=res$par) prop_sigma <-diag(sqrt(diag(solve(-hess)))) # 95% CIs are calculated as: parameter estimates +/-1.96 * prop_sigma
Parameter estimation from movement paths: Reindeer case study
The functions above require slight modification for use in two dimensions. In the Reindeer case study we also fit both normal and exponential forms for the movement kernel.
To estimate parameters from the reindeer movement path using maximum likelihood, load the following functions that define the likelihood of the model: # Likelihood fuction for a single step # order of betas: elevation, elevationˆ2, distrd, distrdˆ2 # Two versions of the function L.PhiOmegaPsi are presented using a # normal and exponential distributions for the movement kernel # respectively. (Load one of these). # Normal: L.PhiOmegaPsi<-function(cstepdst, dmv, theta.est, kappa.est, beta.est, cusehab, fromrz, torz, LLbeta){ dens.z0 <-(dnorm(0, cstepdst, theta.est)/(2 * pi * cstepdst)) * as.vector(exp(sum(beta.est * cusehab))) * ifelse(fromrz==torz, 1, kappa.est) # denominator denom <-sum(A * (dnorm(0, dmv, theta.est)/(2 * pi * dmv)) * LLbeta * ifelse(fromrz==fitdata$avail.rdzn, 1, kappa.est)) return(dens.z0/denom) } # Exponential: L.PhiOmegaPsi<-function(cstepdst, dmv, theta.est, kappa.est, beta.est, cusehab, fromrz, torz, LLbeta){ dens.z0 <-(dexp(cstepdst, theta.est)/(2 * pi * cstepdst)) * as.vector(exp(sum(beta.est * cusehab))) * ifelse(fromrz==torz, 1, kappa.est) # denominator denom <-sum(A * (dexp(dmv, theta.est)/(2 * pi * dmv)) * LLbeta * ifelse(fromrz==fitdata$avail.rdzn, 1, kappa.est)) return(dens.z0/denom) } Likelihood.PhiOmegaPi <-function(theta.est, kappa.est, beta.est){ LLbeta <-apply(fitdata$availhab, 1, function(x) exp(sum(beta.est * x))) LLcalc <-rep(0,length(fitdata$stepdst)) for (i in 1:length(fitdata$stepdst)){ We use the optim function to fit the model. Confidence intervals as estimating from the Hessian matrix estimated using the numDeriv package in R. # fit the model to the simulated movement path data res <-optim(c(1, 0.5, 0, 0, 0, 0), MinimizeMe, hessian=F) # the ML parameter estimates are stored in the par vector: fit$par # the confidence intervals for these parameters can be estimated # from the Hessian matrix: require(numDeriv) # Load this function: f.PhiOmegaPsi <-function(p){ LLbeta <-apply(fitdata$availhab, 1, function(x) exp(sum(p[3:6] * x))) LLcalc <-rep(0,length(fitdata$stepdst)) for (i in 1:length(fitdata$stepdst)){ LLcalc[i] <-log(L.PhiOmegaPsi(fitdata$stepdst[i], fitdata$dm[i,], exp(p[1]), exp(p[2])/(1+exp(p[2])), p[3:6], fitdata$usehab[i+1,], fitdata$use.rdzn[i], fitdata$use.rdzn[i+1], LLbeta)) } return(sum(LLcalc)) } # calculate the hessian hess <-hessian(func=f.PhiOmegaPsi, x=res$par) prop_sigma <-diag(sqrt(diag(solve(-hess)))) # 95% CIs are calculated as: parameter estimates +/-1.96 * prop_sigma
The data required to run this code must be contained in a "fitdata" list in R with the following components.
Definitions: N s is the number of movement "steps" (sequential telemetry locations) for a reindeer. N a is the number of grid cells in the landscape (all cells falling within 5km of any telemetry point.
(i) fitdata$usehab: A matrix (dimensions: N s rows, 4 columns) of 'used' habitat types (the habitat value at each telemetry location in the movement path). The four columns are: elevation (km), elevation 2 , distance to road (km), distance to road 2 . The squared terms are included because the habitat preference model uses quadratic terms to allow for non-linear preference with respect to the two habitat covariates.
(ii) fitdata$availhab: A matrix (dimensions: N a rows, 4 columns) of 'available' habitat types (the habitat value at each raster grid cell in the spatial domain of the analysis). The four columns are: elevation (km), elevation 2 , distance to road (km), distance to road 2 .
(iii) fitdata$use.xy: A matrix (dimensions N s + 1 rows, 2 columns) of the x and y coordinates (km) of the reindeer telemetry locations. This matrix is used to precalculate a large distance matrix ("dm") representing the distances among all use and available points (dimensions: N s rows, N a columns). Although this 'dm' matrix is very large, pre-calculating the distance matrix greatly improves the speed of model fitting by eliminating the need to repeatedly re-calculate distances.
(iv) fitdata$stepdst: A vector of length N s − 1 representing the Euclidean distance (km) between consecutive telemetry locations.
(v) fitdata$avail.xy: A matrix (dimensions N a rows, 2 columns) of the x and y coordinates (km) of the grid cells forming the 'availability' sample.
(vi) fitdata$use.rdzn: A vector of length N s containing arbitrary ID numbers corresponding to regions of space that are bounded by a network of roads. This could be conceptualised in GIS terms as forming polygons based on the lines contained in the road network, and assigning an arbitrary unique ID to each of those polygons. Road crossings are indicated by a change in the ID number in this time series. The reason for using this approach to identifying road crossings is computational efficiency, and to avoid the assumption that the straight-line connected two consecutive telemetry locations can be used to calculate road crossings. For example, if this straight line 'clips' a bend in a road then that would indicate 2 crossings, while the animal may in fact have remained in the same region without ever crossing a road.
(vii) fitdata$avail.rdzn: A vector of length N a containing arbitrary ID numbers corresponding to regions of space that are bounded by a network of roads (see vi) for each grid cell in the availability sample.
